The Sparkle Crown
Chronicles
“Condom
Cannonade
(Eleanor ’s Revenge)”

Twelve dozen cases
of condoms, ranging in size from
XXXS to Magnum, and in every
color of the rainbow.
Ten cases
of K-Y Warming Jelly Lubricant.

Fifteen cases
of the “Gay Sex Can Be Fun”
pamphlets.

He wasn’t quite sure when—or WHY—Eleanor
had ordered it all, but nearly sixty years of iving
with her, he was certain he absolutely did not want
to know.
...
Really.
There were some things he didn’t need to
know about his sister, adopted or otherwise, and
her sexual proclivities were one of those things.
Granted, she made said sexual proclivities
everyone’s business time and again, with how often
she and Royal were caught outside of their room...
less than dressed, but even so, he didn’t want to
know any more about that than he already did.
Jasper bit back a sigh as the delivery man
tried—and failed—to hide the side-eye he was
aiming in his general direction, pulse pounding
distractingly, as he held out the delivery slip for
him to sign.
“Just, uh...sign there and, uh...there.
Thanks. You...you...have a good day...”
The smile he flashed him was weak, fleeting,
and vanished as quickly as the man himself, once
Jasper handed back the pen.
For a moment, he stood in the doorway,
eyeing the delivery man’s hasty retreat, feeling
the overwhelming embarrassment, and hilarity,
and judgment wafting off the nervous human. In
that moment, he kind of hated Eleanor, and found
himself debating the merits of throwing her into a
tree the next time he saw her. The temptation was
genuine, but fleeting.

Also, throwing Eleanor into trees would not
solve the current problem: the absolute clusterfuck
of boxes flooding the living room.
Jasper was half-tempted to just leave the
mess, but knew he’d be the one stuck doing all the
explaining if anyone other than Eleanor got back
first. However, If he just shoved all the boxes into
Eleanor and Royal’s room, then nobody need know
that he was involved.
Slowly, he bent over to heft the first stack of
cases and carry them upstairs.
It would be better all around to just help out
this once, and let Eleanor deal with the rest
(including Royal’s inevitable fit).
....

Royal would be an
absolute menace, scowling
and grumbling for months if
Jasper dared try...not so much
upset about the tossing around of
his wife as the ruining of
Eleanor’s expensive wardrobe.

If he didn’t know any better, Jasper would
have said that there was an awful conspiracy afoot.
Had he not known better, he would’ve argued that
there was no other explanation for why he always
got dragged into these messes.
However, he did know better, so he could
say for certain that there was nothing as elaborate
as a conspiracy at hand. Just plain, old fashioned
blackmail.
Eleanor knew who had had to sign for her...
packages...and had made it perfectly clear she
was not above letting said knowledge slip to her
irascible significant other, unless he leant a hand.
Of course, he could have refused, but really, really
didn’t want to get dragged into the middle of a
fight between Royal and Eleanor over sex supplies.
Jasper was certain Eleanor would have done her
best to make the argument as public and as
embarrassing as possible, if she’d been pushed in
that direction.

So, he wasn’t too surprised to find
himself hanging strings of colorful condoms
like birthday decorations around Edward’s
room as Eleanor carefully tucked condoms,
lube, and sex pamphlets under every rug, in
between cushions, between record sleeves, into
socks, pockets, wallets and even Ed’s backpack.
He still really, really didn’t want to know, but felt it his duty to at least ask, if he was
going to be dragged into the mess, regardless.

“Is there a reason why you’re doing
this..?”

“Revenge.”

“Yes, but why else? This seems a bit...
much...for just that.”
“Well, if little Eddy is going to be a
good boyfriend, he needs to make sure he’s
prepared at all times.”
“At all times...which is why you just
stashed lube in his pencil case.”
“Correct.”
“...and a roll of condoms in the pocket
with his calculator.”
“Yes.”
“...”
“...”
“So, this is about humiliating him in
front of his boyfriend, then.”

“Basically, yes.”
Jasper gave a side eye to the peach
colored bottle of K-Y Warming Jelly
lubricant. “...and you chose that lube in
particular is because..?”
“Well, we’re pretty much walking,
talking ice blocks compared to humans,
right?”Jasper nodded reluctantly.
“Ed knows this, Beau’s gotta know
this by now, too...I

figure that nothing
will say ‘I am committed to
making this work’ like Ed showing
a bit of concern for Beau’s ass.”
She gave an angel’s smile, “I’m sure
Ed would agree...respect and commitment
to your partner’s comfort is key.”
Jasper closed his eyes. He really
shouldn’t have asked. He would rather not
imagine Ed, or Beaufort, for that matter, in
any position that would require warming
lube. That way lie nightmares.

“Do me a favor?”
“Hm?”
“Next time, leave me out of it.”
A smirk was his only answer.
...
Jasper knew the instant Ed found the
streamers of condoms. He was pretty sure all of
Forks knew, too, with how loudly he yelled.

“WHAT...WHAT THE HELL
IS THIS? ARE THESE...WHY ARE
THERE CONDOMS ON MY WALL?”
He pinched the bridge of his nose, bracing
himself.

“...OH GOD, DID I JUST STEP
IN LUBRICANT? WHY IS THERE
LUBRICANT UNDER MY CARPET?!”
Honestly, aside from the blustering over all
the hidden paraphernalia, Jasper had expected that
to be the end of it. He should have known better.
He did, after all, know Eleanor better.
So, when Edward came tearing through
the house, blushing as much as any one of them
could blush, he sank back into the couch, wishing
that he’d gone hunting with Royal, because he was
almost certain he wanted no part of whatever was
happening.
“WOULD YOU STOP BEING SO OBSCENE?”
Eleanor strolled in after Edward slowly,
smirking as she waved a banana in their fuming
brother’s direction. “What’s ‘obscene,’ Edward, is
how little you’ve educated yourself. A respectful
potential lover would want to learn all he could
about how to do this.”
“WE’RE NOT LOVERS!”
“You sneak into his bedroom, don’t you?
You watch him sleep, and stay with him in his bed...
things happen, you need to be prepared! Tell him,
Jasper.”
Jasper sank deeper into the couch, doing
his best to pretend he didn’t exist and thus could
not be drawn into the argument. He’d rather not
tell anyone anything, thank you. Did he mention
that he really didn’t want to think about that?

Because he really didn’t.

Eleanor rolled her eyes, took a running
leap at the fleeing Edward, and pinned him to the
carpet. He struggled as Eleanor sat on his chest,
waving the banana in his face. “If you’d just stop
struggling, we could get this over with sooner. 		
“Now, as I was saying, you want to pinch the
tip of the condom and roll it slowly down the shaft,
being careful not to tear the latex...”
As the bright pink condom was slowly rolled
down the shaft of the banana, Edward looking on,
half-mortified, half reluctantly intrigued, Jasper
quietly slipped out of the room.

He said it before, and
he’d say it again.
He really, really
didn’t want to know.

The End. . ?

